88-98 C-1500 DRIVER NOTCH TEMPLATE

LINE UP THE CUT LINE WITH THIS LINE AND LINE UP MARKS TAPE PAGES TOGETHER

CUT ALONG TRIPLE LINES

CENTER PUNCH AND DRILL 1/2" HOLES

ALIGNMENT HOLE

NOTES:
1. MUST PRINT TO FULL SCALE ON A 8 1/2" x 11" SHEET OF PAPER
CENTER PUNCH AND DRILL 1/2" HOLES

88-98 C-1500 DRIVER NOTCH TEMPLATE

FRONT

ALIGNMENT HOLE

CUT ALONG TRIPLE LINES

NOTES:
1. MUST PRINT TO FULL SCALE ON A 8 1/2" x 11" SHEET OF PAPER
CENTER PUNCH AND DRILL 1/2" HOLES

88-98 C-1500 PASSENGER
NOTCH TEMPLATE

ALIGNMENT HOLE

TAP PAGES TOGETHER
THIS LINE AND LINE UP MARKS
LINE UP THE CUT LINES WITH
CUT ALONG TRIPLE LINES

1. MUST PRINT TO FULL SCALE ON A 8 1/2" x 11" SHEET OF PAPER

NOTES:

PASSENGER
1. MUST PRINT TO FULL SCALE ON A 8 1/2" X 11" SHEET OF PAPER

NOTES:

FRONT

ALIGNMENT HOLE

CUT ALONG LINE

PASSENGER